Replacement Seat Belts with Chrome Buckle and Bowtie Buckle Information Sheet

Replacement Seat Belts w/ Chrome Finish Buckle, Front Info Sheet Covering Parts –
10329-10330-10331-10332-10333-10334-10335-10336-10337-10338-10339-10340-10341-10342-10343-12251
Replacement Seat Belts w/ Chrome Finish Buckle, Rear Info Sheet Covering Parts –
10344-10345-10346-10347-10348-10349-10350-10351-10352-10353-10354-10355-10356-10357-10358-12252
These replacement seat belts are Made in the USA from foreign and domestic parts. They are made from only the finest
webbing available and they meet or exceed FMVSS 209/302 Specs. These have a chrome buckle. Fronts measure 74” long
and the rears measure 60” long. Available in colors to match the Original Equipment colors for 1955-1956 and 1957
Chevrolets.

Replacement Seat Belts w/ Bowtie Logo Buckle, Front Info Sheet Covering Parts –
17437-17438-17439-17440-17441-17442-17443-17444-17445-17446-17447
Replacement Seat Belts w/ Bowtie Logo Buckle, Rear Info Sheet Covering Parts –
17448-17449-17450-17451-17452-17453-17454-17455-17456-17457-17458
These replacement seat belts are Made in the USA from foreign and domestic parts. They are made from only the finest
webbing available and they meet or exceed FMVSS 209/302 Specs. These have a black buckle with a chrome bowtie
emblem in the center of the buckle. Fronts measure 74” long and the rears measure 60” long. Available in colors to match
the Original Equipment colors for 1955-1956 and 1957 Chevrolets.
Safety Information from Manufacturer.
When it comes to testing, we have followed the lead of the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). We have well-established
relationships with all of them, and we are the exclusive nationwide distributor for one of them, which means we had to meet their high
standards to be selected. We have toured their facilities and worked with their engineering teams. The OEMs know and understand
seatbelt safety better than anyone. We have replicated the OEMs test procedures and equipment at our own facility. Our test facility
has a "G" Force Machine, Tilt Lock Testing Machine, Webbing Abrasion Tester, Salt Spray Tester and two Tensile Machines
(44482.216152548, kN, 10,000 lb. and 22241.108141273, kN, 5,000 lb.), and a Retractor Cycling Tester. We are very fortunate to
have some of the best engineers on our staff. They come from companies like Pratt & Whitney, Motorola, United Technologies and
Sikorsky to mention a few. We test to the most current FMVSS 209/302 certification. We have also started 208 testing (sled or crash
testing like you see on commercials) for our most popular products. A lot of other seatbelt companies talk about safety, but we have
fully committed to testing and guaranteeing product safety every day. We are the only aftermarket seatbelt manufacturer that will
provide current test results on the products you purchase from us. You won’t find a company and staff more dedicated to making safe
seatbelts.

